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Statement of Intent
The intent is to confront waste on both a global and local level using architecture to
engage and educate the public. Global waste, in this case, is defined as intermodal
containers and local waste is defined as municipally collected solid waste.
I intend to show through my designs that architecture need not be the source of yet
more energy use and material waste. Instead, design can be the vehicle through which
we begin to lessen our impact on Planet Earth by reusing the materials already at hand
to create architecture and energy.

A waste to energy approach [both architectural and functional] provides a closed loop
system in which waste can be reused in a way that is both locally beneficial and
ecologically responsible. By creating a Waste-to-Energy Power Plant using recycled
building materials the public can begin to understand and manage waste in ways that
enhance their own everyday life. The proposed facility located at the Bluffs Road
Landfill in Lincoln, NE will actually invite the public to be a part of the disposal/
generation process by allowing people to bring their waste, literally ‘throw it on the
pile’ and then witness the step by step process of their waste being converted into
electricity. The intermodal containers are an added layer of education; what was once
industrial waste will be used to create the architectural experience. Architecturally,
intermodal containers embody a potential “energy” that is easily transferable to a
kinetic “energy” by taking the containers from their inactive positions in container
yards and giving them purpose through human use and programmatic function. Likewise,
solid waste can easily be changed from a potential to a kinetic energy through the
process of burning its combustible elements to generate clean electricity.
These layers of engaging and education will begin to teach people about waste and
its effects on the landscape, environment, economy, etc. This idea of reuse is key
to engaging and enlightening the public. It invites people to reformulate their
preconceptions about unwanted materials and view those materials as purposeful instead
of useless. Traditional recycling may be a part of the solution, but it cannot be
the answer alone. In order to overcome the indoctrinated practice of disposal without
consequence, reuse and repurposement need to be brought to the forefront of people’s
minds, in this case through architecture and the function it provides.
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Research & Analysis

Humans are the only species on the planet that don’t live by zero waste
principles. Zero waste is a ‘call to action’ that aims to bring an end to
the current ‘take, make and waste’ mentality of human society.
-- Michael Jessen

The world’s largest enclosed building is Hong Kong’s Container Freight
Station, with over 7 million square feet of enclosed space. Hong Kong’s
container port is the world’s busiest container port.
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THINKING GLOBALLY

Top Ports of 2007
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Singapore, Rep. of Singapore
Shanghai, China
Hong Kong, China
Shenzen, China
Busan, South Korea
Rotterdam, Netherlands
Dubai, UAE
Kaohsiung, Taiwan
Hamburg, Germany
Qingdao, China

TEU’s
27,900,000
26,152,000
23,998,000
21,099,000
13,260,477
10,790,604
10,650,000
10,256,829
9,890,000
9,462,000

22,000,000
Number of intermodal shipping
containers worldwide.

700,000
Number of redundant containers
sitting in US ports alone.

Container Ship Capacity Through History
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18,000
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Some container ships can carry up to 15,200 containers at one
time which is equivalent to 17,784,000 cubic feet of space. [7]

56%

Idle or Empty
Repositioning
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Containerized Cargo Flows along Major Trade Routes
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The “need to consume” and
“the readiness to discard”
these numbers represent is
staggering, yet commonplace.
Similarly,
in
the
design
industry, we often consume and
discard with the same voracity.
Searching for the newest way
of constructing spaces, we
strive to be cutting edge,
innovative, and avant-garde.
Unfortunately, these practices
often maximize material use and
demand the forced development
of new technologies both of
which are incongruous with
sustainability.

430%
Increase in container traffic between
1990 and 2008.

70%
of containers leaving
States are empty.

the

United

60%
Growth in maritime shipping companies,
from 2001 to 2008.

Trailers

American Intermodal Rail Traffic
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ACTING LOCALLY
Number of Jobs in Lincoln, NE in September 2009
Government
Trade/Transport/Utilities
Education & Health Services
Professional & Business Services
Leisure & Hospitality
Manufacturing
Financial Activity
Construction
Other Services
Information

39,000
31,700
22,800
18,400
16,400
13,100
12,900
7,700
6,800
2,300

Searching for a locally manufactured
item to serve as another design
tool, as the globally produced
and available ISO container will
do, proved fruitless. Lincoln’s
economy
is
service-based,
not
manufacturing.
However, it was discovered that
every person in Lancaster County
generates 6.2 lbs. of waste per
day.
Therefore municipal waste will
be
considered
the
locally
“manufactured”
item
that
will
inform the architecture.
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560,000,000
19,000,000
1,600,000
264,814
170
27
6.2
2

lbs. of waste Lancaster County residents produces every
year.

cubic yards of waste that will fill the Lancaster County
Landfill with it is completed.

lbs. of waste per day residents of Lancaster County throw
away.

number of people living in Lancaster County in 2005.

number of acres the Bluffs Road Landfill will occupy when
complete.

number of public drop-off points for recyclables in the
city of Lincoln.

lbs. of waste generated each day by a resident of
Lancaster County.

number of landfills in Lancaster County.
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WASTE SORT
Bluffs Road Landfill
2008
Lancaster County
pop: 264,814

PAPER FIBER
DIAPERS

METALS

YARD WASTE

OTHER

17%

GLASS

19%

TEXTILES

FOOD WASTE
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PLASTICS

41%

5%

5%

4%

4%

3%

3%

To document just one person’s impact on the
environment I photographed every item of garbage I
threw away for 3 weeks. There are 649 photos here.
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14

15

16

17
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At the outset of the photo journal project I
was unsure what the effect would be. At best I
hoped to have a shocking amount of photos with
which to support my research [that people buy
and throw away too much garbage] at worst I
hoped to have a nice space filler. The result
my preconceptions though. Everyday I was forced
to confront my garbage in new ways; carrying it
home from the restaurant, piling it up at school
and home, and digging it back out of the trash
can seconds after I had mindlessly thrown it
in...all so it could be recorded before it was
ultimately thrown “away”. In short, my trash
became a burden.
We have worked so hard as a society to unburden
ourselves of garbage. We are rarely, if ever, more
than a few dozen feet from a trash receptacle,
encouraging us to “throw away” with abandon
anything and everything we can, encouraging the
‘out of site, out of mind’ mentality. But in all
actuality, the burden is only displaced from
our immediate environment, to a landfill on the
periphery...and it is only recently that we are
beginning to realize that these landfills play
a role in climate change...and thus, we are
burdened again.
The burden of my trash and the deeper lesson
it taught me was that I can do better. I can
buy less, use less, reuse more, and ultimately
change my habits so as not to create as much
strain on my natural environment. This paradigm
shift is exactly the goal of the waste to energy
plant; by bringing people face to face with
their garbage, and its affects on the earth
they too can begin to change their habits

1,826,341
people living in Nebraska as of the
2010 Census.

37
transfer stations in operation in
Nebraska, where trash is held until
it can be shipped to landfills.

24
landfills in operation in Nebraska
alone as of February 2007.
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There are 27 multi-material drop
off sites in Lincoln, NE. Materials
accepted include residential paper,
cardboard, aluminum cans, glass,
plastics, and newspaper. Three
private waste management companies
then collect the materials and sell
them to Material Brokers all over
the US.
While this is a step in the right
direction simple recycling can no
longer be considered a solution for
waste management. The extensive
and harmful process by which the
materials are transported, repurposed, and reproduced outweigh
the
environmental
benefit
of
recycling.
Therefore, another use for Lancaster
County’s municipal solid waste must
be realized. The reuse of discarded
materials locally can help drive
energy independence and increased
awareness of the human impact on
the natural environment.

20

Drop off site
Waste Management company

Recyclable materials from Lincoln, NE are brokered all over the country.

15,048
Location of broker company
Lincoln, NE

Number of cumulative miles
recycled materials travel to
their next destination.
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WASTE TO ENERGY
A Waste to Energy approach could alleviate
the burden of our waste.
Some 300 million Americans generate nearly
1.4 billion pounds of municipal solid
waste daily, more than 500 billion pounds
annually. From that supply of residential
waste alone, the U.S. could more than
septuple its waste-produced energy to
21,000 megawatts of electricity per year.
That could save nearly 14 billion gallons of
fuel oil. Add industrial and agricultural
wastes, and total U.S. energy gains could
skyrocket.
So far, Europe is far ahead. By late 2005,
European WTE plants generated sufficient
energy to supply 27 million people a
year with electricity - or to heat 13
million homes, reports Dr. Ella Stengler,
Managing Director of the Brussels-based
Confederation of European Waste-to-Energy
Plants.
By 2006, Holland generated 14.3% of its
renewable energy from waste, Belgium 13.3%,
Denmark 12.5%, and Germany, 7.5%. Germany
has since further enhanced its WTE program
to include agricultural and industrial
waste. In fact, Germany now recycles 60%
of its municipal solid waste at 72 plants
despite having cut overall waste production
by more than one fifth since 2002. [5]
22

129
72
49
30
29
28
20
20
16
11
10
9
3
3
2
2
2
1
1
1

France
Germany
Italy
Sweden
Denmark
Switzerland
Norway
United Kingdom
Belgium
Netherlands
Spain
Austria
Czech Republic
Portugal
Finland
Slovakia
Slovenia
Hungary
Luxembourg
Poland

438 Total Waste to Energy Plants

500,000,000
lbs of municipal waste produced by
Americans every year.

2,800
megawatts of electricity produced
annually by WTE plants, saving 1.4
billion gallons of oil.

200
normal
cubic
meters
of
methane
produced from every ton of municipal
solid waste.

11
10
9
7
6
5
5
4
3
3
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Florida
New York
Minnesota
Massachusetts
Connecticut
New Jersey
Virginia
Maine
California
Maryland
New Hampshire
Alabama
Alaska
Georgia
Hawaii
North Carolina
Oregon
South Carolina
Utah
Washington

72 Total Waste to Energy Plants
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Waste to Energy is often overlooked as a clean
energy source not because it is unsafe or
environmentally harmful but because of outdated
misinformation.
Waste-to-energy facilities are subject to
standards that are among the most stringent
in the world. Under the Clean Air Act of 1990.
More than $1 billion was invested in upgrades
to air quality control systems at America’s
waste to energy facilities.
It used to be that incinerators would only reduce
the volume of input by 30% and smokestacks
billowed untold amount of pollutants in the
air. It is these types of negative connotations
that inhibit WTE Plants from becoming prominent
in the American Clean Energy scene.
Incineration is an outdated term, while much of
the trash is burned the technology has changed
radically from the dirty smoke stacks and
billowing smoke the word conjures up. Emissions
levels are strictly monitored and levels are
among the lowest among types of electricity
production. Much of the ash can be recycled
into other uses such as building materials.
[16] Today, WTE plants reduce volume by 90% and
emit a fraction of the noxious fumes.
Waste
is
an
unavoidable
consequence
of
civilization as is energy consumption. Though
there are perhaps cleaner energy sources
[i.e.: solar, wind, tidal...] waste to energy
provides an alternative to the environmentally
destructive practices of landfills and can be
classified as a renewable energy source.
24

700,000
tons of ferrous metal retrieved
from the WTE combustion ash
annually.

2,800
megawatts
of
electricity
produced from Waste to Energy
plants in the US annually.

12%
of America’s waste is processed
in Waste to Energy plants.

9.7%
of America’s annual energy
needs is met by clean energy.

.3%
of that clean energy is
produced by Waste to Energy.

Air Emissions of Waste-to-Energy vs. Fossil Fuel
Power Plants
Facility Type Carbon Dioxide Sulfer Dioxide Nitrogen Oxides
Coal
2,249
13
6
Oil
1,672
12
4
Natural Gas
1,135
.01
1.7
Waste-to-Energy
837
.08
5.4
measured in tons/year

The Effect of the 1990 Clean Air Act on Emission
Reduction at Waste to Energy Facilities.
Pollutant
TEQ
Mercury
Cadmium
Lead
Particulate Matter
HCI
SO2
NOx

1990 Emissions
4,400
57
9.6
170
18,600
57,400
38,300
64,900

2005 Emissions % Reduction
15
99%+
2.3
96%
0.4
96%
5.5
97%
780
96%
3,200
94%
4,600
88%
49,500
24%
measured in tons/year

Carbon Equivalent Emissions

Net Global Climate Change Emissions
30,000

0

1 2 3 4

-35,000

measured in tons/year

1.
2.
3.
4.

30%
30%
30%
30%

recycled/
ycled/
l d/
recycled/
recycled/
recycled/

70%
70%
70%
70%

landfilled
landfille with no gas
g s collection.
collecti
l dfill
ll t d and
d flared.
f
landfilled;
gas collected
landfilled; gas collected & piped to boiler & combusted.
combusted in waste-to-energy facility.

The last-resort argument of environmental
groups is that incinerators impede
recycling. This is simply not true. In
Sandwich, we recycle close to seven types
of wastes and send the non-recyclable
materials to SEMASS. In fact, the most
environmentally minded nations in the
world, such as Denmark and Germany,
recycle the most, combust the most, and
landfill the least. Earlier this year,
the World Economic Forum noted that WTE
is one of the large-scale technologies
that can help communities achieve a lowcarbon infrastructure. [15]
Waste-to-energy
facilities
produce
electricity with “less environmental
impact than almost any other source
of electricity,” according to the
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency.
America’s waste-to-energy facilities
today meet some of the most stringent
environmental standards in the world
and employ the most advanced emissions
control equipment available including
scrubbers to control acid gas, fabric
filters to control particulate, selective
non-catalytic reduction (SNCR) to control
nitrogen oxides, and carbon injection to
control mercury and organic emissions.
[16]
Even with modern facilities some toxic
gases may be emitted in to the air, but
the same is true of landfills. Also,
waste to energy facilities are expensive
to construct, but again, the same is
true of landfills.
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There are three major materials
that cannot be used in the waste
to energy process: residential and
commercial chemicals, tires, and
ferrous and non-ferrous metals.
Compared to the 15,048 miles
it currently takes to ship all
recycled and brokered materials
from Lincoln it would take only
Champlin Tire Recycling
Concordia, KS
143 mi

Silver Services
Plano, TX
641 mi

Alter Metal Recycling
Lincoln, NE
0 mi

784

miles

to ship these three materials to
their next destinations. Placing
value on materials, even those
that have already served their
initial purpose is critical. The
technology to reuse municipal solid
waste is available. Garbage can be
used to support local economy and
local energy production instead
of continuing to burden city
governments and the environment.
26

“…opponents believe that waste to energy plants
could eliminate incentives to recycle. Citing
obsolete data, they also erroneously assert that
WTE can cause harmful emissions. Ultimately, their
opposition may stem from an unrealistic goal of
creating a utopian society that generates zero
waste.” [5]
WTE does not compete with recycling. In fact,
communities with waste to energy facilities have
an average recycling rate higher than the national
average. Waste to energy plants annually recover
for recycling more than 700,000 tons of ferrous
metals on-site. The average recycling rate for waste
to energy communities across the United States is
33.3%, while the national recycling rate according
to the BioCycle/Columbia University data is 28.5%.
[16]
“Some environmentalists are arguing on behalf of
the concept of Zero Waste today. They say if you
ban landfills and incinerators, people will reduce,
recycle and compost and there will be zero waste,
despite the fact that there is not one community in
the nation or in the world that has come even close
to this goal.” [15]
Zero Waste is an unattainable goal which sets up
opportunities for failure and further setbacks.
Technology has been developed and is in place in
other parts of the world that can deal with waste
in sustainable and economical fashions. To not use
these technologies in hopes of an unattainable goal
is close minded and dangerous.
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LOCAL ENERGY PRODUCTION
American waste to energy plants generate 2,800 megawatts of
electricity annually. That is equivalent to current U.S.
geothermal energy production, and far more than wind and
solar energy, according to Columbia University Professor
Nicolas Themelis. [15]
300 million Americans generate nearly 1.4 billion pounds
of municipal waste daily, more than 500 billion pounds
annually. From that supply of residential waste alone, the
U.S. could more than septuple its waste-produced energy
to 21,000 megawatts of electricity per year. [In 2006]
Los Angeles City Council unanimously voted to replace
citywide garbage disposal with WTE by 2016. [16]
These impressive numbers do not even include agricultural
and industrial waste which could push the potential energy
production even higher.

43%
of Lincoln’s energy is produced
locally, and of that only .01% is
derived from a non-finite source.
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6MW

175MW

109MW

68MW

101MW

1.3MW

169MW

27MW

249MW

5%
.06%
18%
11%
7%
10%
.01%
17%
2%
26%
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Natural Gas

Oil

Natural Gas

Wind Farm

Coal Fired

Coal Fired

Coal Fired

Coal Fired

Wind Farm

Hydroelectric

0 miles

0 miles

0 miles

0 miles

61 miles

26 miles

245 miles

515 miles

175 miles

990 miles

Nebraska

Nebraska

Nebraska

Nebraska

Iowa

Nebraska

Nebraska

Wyoming

Nebraska

Montana

Site Selection

Humans are the only species on the planet that don’t live by zero waste
principles. Zero waste is a ‘call to action’ that aims to bring an end to
the current ‘take, make and waste’ mentality of human society.
-- Michael Jessen

The world’s largest enclosed building is Hong Kong’s Container Freight
Station, with over 7 million square feet of enclosed space. Hong Kong’s
container port is the world’s busiest container port.
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In considering a site there were several criteria that need to be met...

ACCESS
The site needs to be easily accessible to residents of Lincoln and Lancaster
County so as not to discourage them by making the trip long or burdensome.
The interstate and arterial roads pose the greatest benefit.

EDGE
The dichotomy between man and nature is a meant to be on display at the new
power plant. This can be best realized from a location that has views of
both the built environment and the natural environment.

PROXIMITY
The ease with which intermodal containers and the municipal solid
waste arrive at the site is critical but zoning regulations limit
the locations available for a power plant.

REUSE
Only sites that have previously served or currently serve
some function are to be considered, in order to keep with the
overall theme of reuse

PRECEDENT
32

Sites that have currently serve a purpose directly connected to overall
themes [i.e. container yards, waste management sites, salvage yards,
landfills, power generation] will be considered ideal.

Bluffs Road Landfill
Lincoln, NE
October 6, 2009

33

Project Site

2 miles

34

Current City Limits

Future City Limits

2 miles

The Bluffs Road Landfill
site is an ideal location
in that it satisfies the
requirement of an “edge
condition”.
The
‘edge’
between man and nature
is thin and constantly
being pushed further by
development. Occupying a
site on the edge is meant
to force the realization
of the built environment’s
impact on the natural
environment
through
direct views and physical
proximity. Visitors will
be able to stand on the
former landfill and realize
the impact of their waste
while in the shadow of a
building that is working
to rectify that impact.
35

Interstate 80
Arterial Roads

2 miles
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TRAFFIC ANALYSIS
Interstate 80 between Lincoln & Omaha

325
= 10 containers

7,650
= 100 heavy vehicles

39,285
= 100 vehicles

The proximity to the interstate not only makes the
Bluffs Road Landfill site ideal for its ease of
access [there is an off-ramp onto 56th St. on the
southwest corner of the site] but it also gives
the project high visibility and the possibility
to make it a green energy icon. Part of the effort
of this thesis is to make people aware of exactly
where their waste ultimately ends up. This effort
cannot be realized by hiding the project away
[as most landfills and power plants are] on the
outskirts of the built environment. Instead, the
new waste to energy plant will be celebrated, by
placing it on a hill overlooking the interstate so
that Lancaster County visitors and travelers are
constantly reminded of it presence and purpose.

view from I-80
3
37

Major Train Lines

Though a large number of ISO
containers are moved via
rail transport analysis
showed
the
equipment
required to off-load the
containers and the need
for a rail yard would be
prohibitive.
Also,
the
current rail yards are
landlocked and posed an
undesirable
and
unsafe
location for an residents
who would wish to visit the
waste to energy facility,
as is the intention.

2 miles
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In the end it was decided
that the proximity to
the interstate and the
containers moving along
it outweighed the need to
be near a train line.

Primary Waterways

Lancaster
County
is
crisscrossed
with
many
waterways and wetlands,
some
of
which
are
protected wildlife areas.
After thorough analysis
it was discovered that
the Bluffs Road Landfill
site is neither home to
or adjacent to any such
sites.

2 miles

Furthermore, the entire
site falls well above
the 50 and 100 year flood
plain.
39

Lincoln Parks System

2 miles
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Lincoln Parks System has
over 6,000 acres of parks
and natural & 125 miles
of trails. An excellent
park system is key to a
high quality of life and
a key component of the
park system is to educate
residents
about
their
natural surroundings. The
new program functions on
the Bluffs Road Landfill
will create a whole new
experiential
education
for people who visit the
site.

Pioneers Park
Lincoln, NE
668 acres

2000’

Bluffs Road Landfill
Lincoln, NE
761 acres

2000’

Site Programming
Lincoln Parks System has over 6,000
acres of parks and natural & 125 miles
of trails. An excellent park system is
key to a high quality of life and a
key component of the park system is to
educate residents about their natural
surroundings. The new program functions
on the Bluffs Road Landfill will create
a whole new experiential education for
people who visit the site.

Auditorium
Golf Course
Interpretive centers
Herb Garden
Children’s gardens
Play Areas
Open Prairie
Small Animal exhibits
School Programs
Walking/Hiking Trails
Ball Fields
Urban Agriculture
Active Landfill
Waste to Energy Facility
function eliminated =
function carried over =
new function =
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The topography of the Bluffs Road Landfill site has been
drastically altered (and will continue to change) over its
past and future as a landfill. The mounding of garbage over
the past 30 years has caused the northwest quarter of the site
to raise approximately 70’.
The ridge running East-West through the center of the site
provides both relatively level ground for siting of the building
as well as a prominent visual location from both all areas of
the site, and when viewing the site from the interstate.

Topography

Of the 171 acres permitted at the
Bluffs Road Landfill 1/2 has already
been capped and filled. Recycling and
excellent management have extended the
life of the facility 30 years beyond
its projected closure date.

Capped & Filled
Current Fill Zone
Future Fill Zone
Future Expansion

The site has been well managed and has
Compost Area
potential as a new construction site.
Soil conditions, areas of dumping, and
drainage will have to be closely monitored during the design
process in order to avoid any complications due to existing
and future conditions. Several zone functions will remain
largely unchanged.

42
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Zones

Topsoil - 6”
Barrier Protection - 24”

Geomembrane - Plastic

Clay - 18”

Linear and Leachate Collection
The composite liner in Lincoln’s landfill
is a layer of re-compacted clay two
feet thick covered by a high density
polyethylene (plastic) liner.
Daily + Intermediate Soil Cover
Each day the solid waste is covered with
soil to reduce rainfall from seeping into
the waste, prevent fires, control odors
and prevent blowing litter.

Gas Venting Layer - 12”

Solid Waste - varying thickness

Primary Leachate Collection

- 24”

Geomembrane
Clay - 6”
Structural Fill - 12”
Secondary Leachate Collection - 12”
Geomembrane

Clay - 24”

Final Cover Cap
A final cover cap will be placed over
the landfill in areas where landfilling
of waste has been completed. The cover
will be similar to the bottom liner and
serves as a cap to reduce rainfall from
entering the landfill. The final cover
will be planted with various grasses to
prevent erosion, promote water use and
encourage wildlife habitat.
Landfill Closure
This occurs when the landfill reaches
capacity and the remainder of the final
cover cap is installed. The City will
maintain and monitor the site for a
minimum of 60 years. This will ensure
that the environmental protection systems
continue to function and that the site
remains safe to the environment and
public health.
Hazardous Waste Exclusion
Load inspections to prevent the disposal
of hazardous waste. A special Waste
Permitting Program is used to educate
and inform business and industrial waste
generators of items that are hazardous
and how to dispose of them properly.
43

Methane and carbon dioxide are the two primary types of
gases present in landfill gas. Wells are constructed around
the perimeter of the landfill to confirm that methane gas
is not migrating. Monitoring will be part of the required
continuing maintenance and management of the site and can
be used to educate visitors of the long term effects of
landfills; hazardous off-gassing being one of the most
prevalent and dangerous effects that is also a large
contributor to climate change.

Landfill Gas Monitoring

The presence of the LES Wind Turbine on the site lends both
a clean energy precedence as well as an iconic landmark
precedence. Though the turbine currently produces the
smallest percentage of power for the city the coupling of the
two power sources (wind and waste to energy) on one campus
will demonstrate the different clean energy options and
encourage the investigation and use of other technologies
among citizens.
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Wind Energy Precedence

The existing infrastructure (i.e. roads and buildings) on
the Bluffs Road site will be reused where possible in the
continuing effort to reduce the production of waste through
the manufacturing of new products or materials. The gate
house will be moved the new site entrance road and the
current offices will serve as the recreation hub offices
and a maintenance out-building.
Some roads will be kept, others will be removed. The compost
are in the northeast quarter will be kept in order to serve
the new urban ag. area directly south of it.

Existing Infrastructure

Considering the past, current, and future function of the site
the natural environment has been given little consideration
so far. Woody shrubs grow in the natural swales of the site
and there are two ponds in the southwest quarter where
rainwater runoff collects.
The southeast quarter will be reverted to natural prairie in
order to keep the view corridor between the interstate and
the new power plant open and free from distraction. Native
grasses, trees, and wild flowers will populate the park
areas in an effort to remediate some of the damage done by
the destructive landfill practices over the last 30 years.

Existing Environment
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Interstate Corridor

Storm Water Runoff Pond

Active Landfill
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0’

500’

1,000’

Site Entrance/Exit

Park Space

In order for visitors to
understand the impact of their
waste they must experience its
results in several different
ways. First, visitors will
be able to climb the capped
mound to experience the shear
volume of what has already
been dumped on site. Second,
people will be able to view the
active landfill from the Park
Space and see its changing
appearance as it fills and
empties. Third, portions of
the site will be allowed to
return to native prairie to
demonstrate how the landscape
would appear without human
intervention.
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Precedents

That past which is so presumptuously brought forward as a precedent for the
present, was itself founded on some past that went before it.
-- Anne Louise Germaine de Stael

Precedent [n] - any act, decision, or case that serves as a guide or
justification for subsequent situations.
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Arnold O. Chantland Resource Recovery Plant
Ames, IA
1975
The Arnold O. Chantland Resource Recovery Plant
was the first municipally operated waste to energy
facility in the nation, drawing waste from the city
of Ames and several smaller communities in Story
County. The facility recovers whatever material it
can from garbage as well as extracting metal. The
garbage is divided into two categories; burnable and
non-burnable. The burnable portion becomes RDF which
is piped to the city’s power plant. It is used as a
renewable, supplemental fuel in the coal boilers to
generate electricity. The non-burnable material is
sent to a landfill. Since it is shredded, it takes
up much less volume in the landfill than it would
if it were buried whole. Through this process more
than 80 acres of Iowa farmland have been saved from
becoming a landfill. In addition, more than 4,600
homes are provided electricity each year. [4]

Process
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
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27%

Tipping Floor
Recycled or
Mixing to obtain correct moisture %
Landfill
Sweeping onto conveyor
Primary Shredding
Ferrous Metal Separation
Disc Screening to remove small difficult to
burn pieces
Secondary shredding
Air Classification to separate out the light v
combustible RDF. Approx 76%
Storage
Burning
in
pulverized
coal
boilers
as
supplemental fuel. Accounts for 10% of annual
fuel requirement

73%
Converted
for RDF

10%
of the Energy needed to power Story
County for the year is generated by
the Ames RDF Plant.

VIABILITY
Having been in operation for the past 36 years in a neighborhood
in Ames, Iowa, directly across the street from homes, business,
and directly on a busy road the safety and viability of waste
to energy facilities can hardly be called into question. The
negative connotations they conjure are a left over by-product of
incinerator facilities and tire fires from the 1970’s...today,
the EPA’s strict guidelines and watchful eye ensure that this is
not what modern waste to energy plants become.

Control Booth

Public/Admin.

Because garbage is an unavoidable and
continuous burden of any municipality
it can be considered a renewable
resource, one that we should be taking
advantage of instead of relegating to
more and more, and larger and larger
landfills. Electric Energy needs are
just as unavoidable and increasingly
burdensome to provide with fossil fuels
running out. Using trash to produce
electricity is a logical solution.

Tipping Floor
Glass Processing
Primary Shredding
Secondary Shredding
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27th Avenue Solid Waste Management Facility
Phoenix, AZ
1993
A solid waste management and recycling center in Phoenix built
using sustainable materials and techniques as well as having
architectural design input from two local artists on how to
engage and interest local residents in waste management. The
focus was placed on the user and their experiences. The artists
involved suggested turning the building to create views of
both the city and the natural landscape to display the forces
competing. Approx. 1,500 people visit the facility each weekend
to drop off waste and several other municipalities have expressed
interest in emulating Phoenix’s lead. A new facility in North
Phoenix is being modeled after the 27th Ave. Center with expanded
public viewing of the inner workings of the recycling and solid
waste processing. The city plans to continue pursuing the
mix of public education,
art, and function in all
of its waste management
practices. [3]
tons of garbage handled annually by

1,100,000

the 27th Ave. SWM Facility.

105,000
square feet of space at the 27th
Ave. SWM Facility.

4,500
tons of garbage handled daily by
the 27th Ave. SWM Facility.

1,500
people visit the facility each
weekend to drop off their waste.
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EDUCATION
The most significant precedent set by the 27th Ave. Facility in Phoenix is its invitation to
residents of the municipality to physically interact with the waste during its remediation
processes. Here people are allowed and encouraged to actually throw their trash on the pile and
see it being sorted, stored, or trucked away. This interaction is a strong educational tool
and works to inform people that the idea of throwing garbage “away” does not really exist. Once
trash leaves our possession there are a huge number of events, processes, and actions that must
take place in order to “deal” with it in its afterlife.
Considering this transparency and opens the 27th Ave. Solid Waste Management facility seems to
have little to criticize. Not only were sustainable practices used during construction, but the
center works to educate about waste reduction and long term affects. Another feature is the
facility’s inclusion of artists input which resulted in the addition of large exposed trusses
which are visible for miles, making the building an icon. Iconic, memorable architecture has
a lasting affect on the memory which will increase both
curiosity about the facility as well as return visits by
residents.
Perhaps unavoidably the building is placed on what seems to
be the ‘edge’ of the city far to the south. A centralized
location would have ensured maximum use and visibility by
citizens throughout Phoenix, but once again, ‘an out of
sight, out of mind approach’ to the overall siting of the
project seems to have won out. Solid waste that cannot be
recycled is trucked over 45 miles to a landfill, perhaps
a landfill could have been added to the program.
27th Ave. Facility
Edge condition
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Nomadic Museum
Venice | New York | Tokyo | Mexico City
2005
Called a ‘cathedral to modern art’ the Nomadic Museum is the
joint venture of architect Shigeru Ban and artist Gregory
Colbert. Colbert requested an environmentally friendly,
innovative, migratory structure to house his traveling
exhibit Ashes and Snow.
The museum uses 148 borrowed ISO containers and 36 ft.
tall paper columns as structure to create a cavernous
interior well suited to displaying Colbert’s overlarge
hanging photographs.
Each Nomadic Museum is slightly different as they take a
number of the necessary containers used for construction from
each location to individualize it to that environment

25,000
square feet of gallery space in
the Nomadic Museum.

148
containers form the enclosing
structure of the museum.
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LIMITATIONS
The Nomadic Museum is an excellent precedent in that it is one
of the few container architecture projects that does not hold to
the limitations of the interior dimensions of each individual
container [8’x8’x20’ in this case]. Instead the containers are
used as a structural system, in conjunction with other structural
systems, in order to create wide open interior spaces suitable
for varied purposes.
Another attribute of the Nomadic Museum is its ability to
locally source its construction materials. Only 36 of the 148
total containers are used at each location, this means that for
each iteration of the museum 112 containers are borrowed from
the vary port in which the museum is constructed. The project
also achieves a monumental appearance and iconic status without
the energy consumption and waste associated with a permanent
structure.

20’

There can be negative connotations associated with temporary
buildings, often they are considered ‘cheap’ and appear to have
been hastily assembled...the Nomidic Museum suffers a bit from
this. The industrial appearance of the building keeps true to
the museum’s nature, where it is sited [in dock and ports around
the world], and is showcasing the material [containers] instead
of hiding them away. Unfortunately these industrial aesthetics
usually carry with them negative connotations that can keep
potential users away.
The Nomadic Museum achieves, perhaps for the first time with ISO
construction, the realization of monumental space instead of the
compartmentalized-standard regimented by the boxes themselves.
The user is still aware of the container and its unit size but is
not forced to experience the claustrophobic interior of each and
every container used and the architect did not have to dissect
the container in order to achieve this.
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Freitag Store
Zurich, Switzerland
2005
Located along a busy highway in Zurich
and directly adjacent to the warehouse
that manufactures the recycled tarpaulin
bags and other products sold in the
store, the Frietag Store bears remarkable
similarity to my proposed waste-toenergy facility. In its own way the
Freitag Store works to close the loop,
turning waste [old semi-truck tarps] to
energy [various daily use products].
A prominent visual icon, the containers
are stacked nine high [made possible
with additional structural support] and
can be seen from a great distance as
well as being easily recognizable to the
vehicular traffic passing on the nearby
highway. Ignoring all context sets the
building apart even further. Surrounding
structures are low slung and tradition
in appearance.
The facade is left simple and industrial
in nature which is appropriate for the
company’s gritty, reused aesthetic. The
nature of the container is also kept
authentic; ISO standard connectors are
used to hold the nine TEU’s together.
This design consideration further ensures
authenticity...should the need ever
arise to deconstruct or move the store
this will make that process possible.
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ICONIC
The Frietag Store’s use of containers to create a visual icon
close to a major thoroughfare closely mirrors my intention with
the Lincoln Waste to Energy plant. Where the projects differ is
with the proximity of the viewer to the building and their ability
to infer the function within. The Frietag uses the container as a
billboard, blatantly advertising with their well known name, what
takes place within; retail. The waste to energy project can use no
such tactic. Considering site conditions the building will be sited
too far Interstate 80 and the function too complex to advertise with
a simple word or phrase. This requires that the architecture be made
intriguing enough to catch the eye of motorists and create enough
visual curiosity and intrigue to pull them off the interstate and
make them want to visit the building.
Scale will be the largest asset in creating this
curiosity. Considering the speed at which traffic
is traveling, and the overpoweringly large scale
of the site a large building will be require to
sufficiently catch the eye.
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Fresh Kills
Staten Island, New York
2006
Fresh Kills size alone [2,300 acres on
top of 150 million tons of trash] makes
conventional site work inconceivable.
The traditional construction approach of
scraping away all the top soil on site in
preparation for construction is neither
feasible nor possible on a site such as
Fresh Kills. Instead James Corner chose to
accentuate the former ugliness of the site
and use the mounded and capped heaps of
trash as five separate parks masterplanned
in phases.
With a 30 year build out time frame Fresh
Kills can evolve with public demand and
opinion over time. Site functions are kept
simple yet numerable as if to leave it up
to the user what they will bring away from
such an experience.
These site conditions are similar to
conditions at the Bluffs Road Landfill. With
761 Acres of land to work with the project
must be designed in phases appropriate to
enhance the experience of the landscape
and the architecture.
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REUSE
The Fresh Kills Landfill site was once the largest landfill in
the world, and while the goal of the park is to reuse the site
on which the landfill sits, the landscape architects did not
take extraordinary measures to hide the sites former function.
To erase all evidence that Fresh Kills used to be a garbage
dump would be counter productive to part of the parks overall
mission...to educate people about the natural environment and
encourage them to take care of it for future generations.
The goal of reusing the Bluffs Road Landfill site in Lincoln
is to take the education a step further. While the majority of
the site will be re-purposed into other functions a portion
will be kept open as an operating landfill. It is the inclusion
of the functioning landfill that will help people understand
the complete life cycle of garbage...allowing them to bring
their trash to the site to be sorted, used to create energy, or
ultimately thrown away. This range of options also shows how
garbage affects the landscape, both negatively and positively
through varied uses. Where the old landfill has been capped
park functions give users opportunities to enjoy nature, and
where the landfill still functions they will see the strain we
continue to put on our natural environment.

2,315
acres of landfill that will be
transformed into park land.

50
years
the
landfill
was
in
operation, beginning in 1948.
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Potential energy is energy stored
within a physical system as a result
of the position or configuration of
the different parts of that system.
The Kinetic Energy of an object is the
extra energy which it possesses due
to its motion. It is defined as the
work needed to accelerate a body of a
given mass from rest to its current
velocity.
On the next page is a matrix of the
basic elements of the design and
how they are all interrelated. Each
element bears on other elements both
directly and indirectly...influencing
its function in the larger design
scheme.
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Potential
Kinetic
Container
Architecture
Local Waste
Clean Energy

Duplicate
Direct Connection
Secondary Connection
No Connection

Clean Energy

Local Waste

Architecture

Container

The transformation of local and
global waste into clean energy and
architecture is only the result of the
design concept. The underlying design
concept of converting potential energy
to kinetic energy is what drives all
design decisions.

Kinetic

Potential

DESIGN CONCEPT

Intermodal
containers
are
built
to
rigorous
international standards governed by the International
Standards Organization. There are dozens of types
of shipping containers in the global market, but
the most common types are the 40’ typical unit and
the 20’ typical unit. For this reason my proposed
facility will use only these types.
Their highly standardized manufacturing process makes
intermodal containers a perfect building material.
Pair this with their material make-up and structural
stability
and
the
argument
against
container
construction becomes almost nonexistent.
Purposefully built to be capable of being shipped
by several methods [intermodal] shipping containers
can be located just about anywhere in the world with
train, truck, or ship access.

40’ High

Reefer
Regional
Other

20’

40’
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ISO Containers
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40’ Typical

20’ Typical

External
Length

40’

19’ 10 1/2”

External
Width

8’

8’

External
Height

8’ 6

8’ 6”

Internal
Length

39’-4 13/64

19’ 4 13/64”

Internal
Width

7’ 8 33/64

7’ 8 33/64”

Internal
Height

7’ 10 3/32

7’ 10 3/32”

Doorway
Width

7’ 8 3/64

7’ 8 3/64”

Doorway
Height

7’ 5 49/64

7’ 5 49/64”

Internal
Cubic Cap.

2390 cu ft

1,170 cu ft

Empty
Weight

8,070 lbs

4,755 lbs

Max.
Loading

59,130 lbs

62,445 lbs

Intermodal Containers are constructed of 14
gauge [.075”] corrugated sheet metal panels and
welded to the main structural 7 gauge [.18”]
tubular steel top and bottom side rails and end
rails. 80% of all shipping containers are built
to these ISO standards.

Corten A

Frame

Hardwood Plywood

‘C’ Section

New (1 trip)
Premium (2 - 8 years old): Excellent condition,
meets specific repair standards suitable for
regular cargo use.
CW - Cargo Worthy (Over 8 years old):
Structurally sound, suitable for project or
single move shipping.
WWT - Wind and watertight (over 8 years old):
Suitable for storage.
Handyman: Needs work, damage to the container
could be expensive to repair.

Life Cycle

The majority of used containers are typically
10-14 years old when sold by the international
shipping interests that originally owned
and operated the equipment in international
trade. Most are sold as they are considered
to have reached the end of their practical
working life. This does not however mean
that containers are valueless or without new
productive applications. Without any form of
preventative maintenance a new container, in
a storage environment, should last for more
than 20 years...with maintenance containers
can last indefinitely. [13]
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Originally,
it
was
thought that the biggest
obstacle concerning the
design of the waste to
energy power plant would
be in which way to best
stack the ISO Containers
as they were, fully intact.
Studying
many
precedents it became clear
as of yet no architects
have thought beyond this
preconception.
Nearly
all
container
architecture, up until
this
point,
has
not
pushed
the
container
to be anything other
than a container...prefabricated
space...to
o
which architects have
e
fastened all sorts of
f
finishes and cladding
g
with much variety, but
t
little, depth of design.
.
No
designs
have
reimagined the potential
l
of the container, seeing
beyond its standardized
nature, and used it to
invent a new style of
container architecture.
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Roof Plan

3rd Floor Plan

These 12 ‘stacking diagrams’
and
schematic
floor
plans
represent the early adherence
to
the
preconception
that
container
architecture
is
merely a practice in finding
the newest way of assembling
containers like giant Legos®.
2nd Floor Plan

0’

120’

After
several
attempts
at
unsuccessful designs that kept
close to this idea of “stacking”
many questions were raised;
most importantly, “how can the
container be used to educate
and further the mission of
reducing and reusing waste in
a new way that hasn’t been done
and cannot be done with another
material?”

Ground Floor Plan
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The proximity to the interstate and the sheer size of the site and both beneficial to the design intent
and a hurdle to overcome. While the visual exposure of the facility is greatly increased by its adjacency
to Interstate 80 the speed at which people are traveling and time they have to comprehend exactly what
the building is very limited.
The sheer size of the site ensures that there is little to distract from the building’s iconic status.
But, an issue of unconventional scale could potentially distract from the architecture. It is for this
reason that the site has been divided into two halves; the south half is for the dump trucks and trailers
that will haul garbage materials in view of the interstate. The trucks large scale make it easier for
interstate traffic to see their daily activity. The north half will be considered human scale for the
individuals who are visiting the facility to drop off their waste to be processed, learn more about waste
to energy, and visit the park. The building will straddle this dividing line.
The use of which specific
containers
will
correspond
to the scale division. 40’
containers will be used on
the south side of the building
because they are larger and
correspond more equally to
the size of the trucks and
the viewing distance from the
interstate. 20’ containers will
be used on the north the bring
the scale down to an accessible
size for the citizens visiting,
so as not to overpower them
with an over-scaled building.

0’
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40’
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Container Catalog
ISO containers are constructed with steel frames,
fully vertically corrugated steel side and end
walls, die-stamped corrugated steel roof, wooden
flooring, corrugated double hinged doors and ISO
corner fittings at eight corners. All steelworks
are built up by means of automatic and semiautomatic CO2 gas arc welding. All exterior welding
including that on base structure is continuous
to give perfect watertight properties, Interior
welds are intermittent with a minimum bead length
of 25 mm for every 200 mm. All the welds, even
spots, have penetration without undercutting or
porosity. [14]

75
plus individual pieces make up each
ISO container.

40
ft. ISO containers are the most
common variety of container and
offer the most components when
dismantled.
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In order to offer a new interpretation of shipping
container architecture a new interpretation of
the vernacular is needed. Therefore, instead of
utilizing the container as a ready-made building
block [which it so often has been in existing
precedents] it will be utilized as pieces of a
whole...a catalog of components from which to
draw from and assemble new building components.

Length

Height

Width

Thickness

Number
Available

3’-4 ½”

3 15/16”

1”

3/16”

13

7’-8 1/16”

4 13/16”

1 3/4”

3/16”

20

1

2
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Length

Height

Width

Thickness

Number
Available

7’-8 1/16”

4 13/16”

Top Flange

3/16”

7

1/4”

2

3”

Btm Flange

1 3/4”
3
38’-9 5/16”

6 3/8”

Top Flange

3”

Btm Flange

1 3/4”

4
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Length

Height

Width

Thickness

Number
Available

38’-9 5/16”

2 7/16”

2 3/8”

1/8”

2

6’-11 1/4”

2 3/8”

2 3/8”

1/8”

1

7’-8 1/16”

5 7/8”

4 5/8”

3/16”

1

5

6

7
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Length

Height

Width

Thickness

Number
Available

38’-9 5/16”

1”

1”

1/8”

2

7’-8 1/8”

1 3/4”

1 3/8”

3/16”

1

11’-2 9/16”

1 1/16”

3 3/8”

1/8”

3

7’-9 5/16”

4 1/2”

1 9/16”

1/2”

2

1 9/16”

4

8

9

10

11

7’-9 ½”

12
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Length

A

Thickness

Number
Available

6’-11 3/16”

2 9/16”

3/16”

1

B
C

5 9/16”

D

C
4 1/2”

D

B

1 3/8”

A

13
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Length

A

Thickness

Number
Available

6’-11 3/16”

4 5/16”

3/16”

1

B
C

5 7/16”

D

C
3”

B

D
E
1 13/16”

D
4 1/4”

A

14
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A

Length

A

Thickness

Number
Available

6’-11 3/16”

1 3/16”

1/4”

2

B
9 1/16”

C
1 13/16”

B
D
2 3/16”

C

D

15
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Length

A

Thickness

Number
Available

7’-8 11/16”

2 3/16”

1/4”

2

B
1 5/16”

C
6 7/8”

A

B

C

16
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All members represented at 1/2” = 1” scale
All members are Corten A Steel except where noted
Numbers correspond to call-outs in design drawings
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Design

Good design, at least part of the time, includes the criterion of being
direct in relation to the problem at hand - not obscure, trendy, or stylish.
A new language, visual or verbal, must be couched in a language that is
already understood.
-- Ivan Chermayeff
The most innovative designers consciously reject the standard option box
and cultivate an appetite for thinking wrong.
-- Marty Neumeier
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Program
Based upon tons per day each location is currently processing and hours of operation per week a
new program has been calculated to meet the needs of Lancaster County. Lancaster County collects
5 times more garbage per day, but operates approximately 20% more hours per week than Ames. This
means that the Lancaster County Facility needs to be approximately 4 times larger than the Ames
Facility, to handle its current load.

Ames Resource Recovery Facility

Lincoln Waste to Energy Plant

Tons/Day = 156
Hr/Wk = 49

Tons/Day = 780
Hr/Wk = 58

Tipping Floor
Primary Shredder
Secondary Shredder
Control Booth
Offices [5] & Admin
Public Areas
Exhibit Space
Non-combust. Storage
Glass Processing
Boilers

14,400 sqft
1,700 sqft
13,200 sqft
200 sqft
4,000 sqft
700 sqft
0 sqft
1,000 sqft
2,000 sqft
1,000 sqft

Tipping Floor
Primary Shredder
Secondary Shredder
Control Booth
Offices [10] & Admin
Public Areas
Exhibit Space
Non-combust. Storage
Glass Processing
Boilers

60,000 sqft
7,000 sqft
55,000 sqft
400 sqft
17,000 sqft
8,750 sqft
2,000 sqft
4,200 sqft
8,000 sqft
4,000 sqft

Total

38,200 sqft

Total

166,350 sqft

Site

1.6 Acres

Site

768 Acres

Interpretive centers
Herb Garden
Play Areas
Open Prairie
School Programs
Walking/Hiking Trails
Ball Fields
Urban Agriculture
Active Landfill
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Site Entrance
Gate House
Admin. Offices

Current Fill Section

Existing Roads
Wind Turbine

Site - Existing Condition
500’
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Recreation Area
Park Admin. Offices

Site Entrance
Gate House
WTE Plant

Site - New Conditions
500’
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50’

50’
Floor Plan - Lower Level
86

50’
Floor Plan - First Floor
87

50’
Floor Plan - Second Level
88

South Elevation

North Elevation
50’

Elevations
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Self Haul
Tipping Floor
Commercial
Tipping Floor

25’

Tipping Floors Section
90

12

NC

4

6

7

5

NC

7

24”
Roof Section & Detail
91

Auditorium
Commercial
Tipping Floor

25’

Auditorium & Catwalk Section
92

1

4
9
8

12”
Admin Space Section
93

7

9

6”

Commercial Scale Column

1

6”

Column Detail
94

Residentail Scale Column

12

15
5
14

Elevation

12”

Stair Detail
95

12

16
NC

9

12”

Façade
96

& Roof Detail

Exterior Treatment
Ceramic thermal coatings were developed by NASA,
however they are most widely used in the Mid-east,
Europe, and Asia for home and building insulation
with incredible success. For some reason the
U.S. building contractors are resisting this new
ceramic coating technology for home and office
insulation, even though it was developed by NASA
and the effectiveness tests are very conclusive.
...the rest of the world has passed the U.S. with
it’s own technology.

100% non-toxic, a child or pet could
swallow it with no effect
Compatible with every material and
surface.
Non-polluting
Safe in our water, lakes, streams, and
soil.
Highly effective: 1 mm, the thickness
of a business card.

Now, with the growing demand for Shipping Container
housing, prefab homes, and most importantly, energy
savings and Eco-friendly insulations, the Ceramic
Thermal coating is finally becoming accepted by
building contractors in the U.S., both for new
building construction and also to better insulate
the roofs and walls of older construction at a
very low cost.
The thermal coating of microscopic ceramic
hollow balls has many properties including:
- Thermal coating
- UV coating
- Anti-rust, corrosion
- Sound absorption
- Antiseptic and anti-mold
- Fire Retardant
These microscopic ceramic beads are about the
thickness of a human hair;
- glass like ceramic composition
- Vacuum filled spheres
- incredibly hard and near indestructible
- hollow - therefore light-weight. [17]

20°
indoor air temperature difference an
application of ceramic insulation
can make.
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Axon - Commercial Waste Path
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Axon - Residential Waste Path
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Axon - Tour Circulation
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Axon - Administrative Circulation
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The Bluffs Road Landfill Waste to Energy Plant would re-purpose approximately
518 fourty foot ISO containers if it were to be built as designed.
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Appendix

27th Ave Facility
Ames, IA RDF Plant
TSL Companies - Container Depot
Lincoln Recycling Program Management

a
b
c
d
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27th Avenue Solid Waste Management Facility
09.07.09
1.
What is involved in the sorting process? Is it simply separation by type, or are the materials broken
down, cleaned, etc…?
Just separation by type, there is no treatment. Sorting is done manually over a conveyor with chutes or
bins on the sides of the sorters to clear out items not headed for the designated bunker (storage unit
used until enough material is available to process it in the balers to make bales for shipping it out).
2.
After the waste is sorted and processed what happens to it? Is it sold, stored, etc…? If it is sold,
could you tell me to whom?
Sold.
3.

What happens to any waste that cannot be recycled at the plant?

It is hauled to the landfill and disposed of in the landfill.
4.

How much solid waste is processed each day?

I’ve attached our most recent update of our waste tonnage report. We are open 6 days a week at 27th Avenue
Transfer Station but 2 transfer stations will be shown on this report.
5.
Has phoenix ever considered incorporating a waste to energy strategy into their waste management
process?
Yes for our landfill gas. We have one contract for a Landfill Gas to Energy (LFTGE) plant in place at
the Skunk Creek Landfill with Ameresco. We had to terminate one for LFTGE at the 27th Avenue Landfill and
are working towards obtaining a new contract currently (a request for qualifications is currently open).
For the LFTGE, the issues seem to be financing, obtaining a connection to the electrical grid, and risk.
When companies seek a landfill, the peak gas generation time is the first year it closes and after that,
it continues a slow decline in gas generation. We are also working towards a solar project at our one
open landfill – SR85 Landfill in Buckeye, AZ.
6.
What is the reason for the $17 million retrofit? Outdated equipment, unable to meet demand, expansion
of services, etc…?
The retrofit is to accommodate projected growth in the next 10 years and to increase the efficiency of
the recycling process.
a

7.
What type of mechanical systems are in place to do the processing work? Are these systems individually
designed to meet the facilities projected input/output or are they somehow standard to recycling facilities
of this type [comparable to ordering a model from a catalog]?
Conveyors, eddy current separator, perforator, glass crushers, and balers – the original manufacture was
Bezner, but they are no longer in business. One challenge of the retrofit on the recycling equipment side
(besides budget) is that another manufacturer has to deal with the existing manufacturer’s equipment (due
to budget) in order to provide us the required throughput and quality we need within our budget.
8.
Who designs such systems? An engineering firm, a company that specializes in the design of such
systems,…?
In alphabetical order, bids on the recycling equipment part of the project were solicited from Bulk
Handling Systems, CP Manufacturing, RRT Design & Construction, Sierra International Machinery, Inc., and
Van Dyk Baler Corporation.
9.
Are there areas of the facilities that are hazardous or dangerous for the public to be in close
proximity to? This refers more to unapparent dangers such as toxic materials storage, noxious fumes, etc…
rather than physical dangers such as allowing them near processing machinery.
No. We only take municipal solid waste.
in residential quantities.

Any hazardous type waste coming in we screen for but would be

10. Why was the plant built in such a disconnected location from the community if the community was to
be so heavily involved? Zoning, land prices, noise?
The recycle plant is located with the waste transfer station and near a landfill. Most people do not want
to live by industrial activity. I would say zoning, land availability and cost, noise, heavy traffic
(semi trailer trucks), and odor would have gone into selecting the location but I do not know all the
specifics. This location was a landfill first and is located in a heavy industrial area.
11. In what ways is the public invited to be involved in the process? Can they view the entire sequence
of events that take place after the waste is dropped off?
They can ask for a tour and the recycling group provides this for them. The plant contains viewing areas
for both the recycle process and the transfer station tip floor (where trash is brought in from city
trucks). While on tour recycling process is explained and public information materials are available.
School groups come for visits.

Ames, IA RDF Plant
09.29.09
1.

How much waste is processed monthly?

About 4,000 tons per month.
2.

Is there a breakdown of materials?

No, all waste is together. There is no curb side sorting, only recycling at dedicated points around the
city. 65% of the waste is used for fuel.
3.

What are materials are not allowed to be burned?

Animal waste, dead animals, construction & demo debris, chemicals, & oils.
4.

What is done with the materials that cannot be burned? Sold, landfilled, etc?

Sent to the landfill or sent to recyclers who can deal with them.
5.

Are there restrictions on proximity of the plant to residences?

Not that they were aware of when the plant was built in 1975, but residences and business continue to
operate directly adjacent to the plant and the emissions are strictly monitored by the EPA.
6.

Are there any dangers of people being invited into the facility?

No, only minor physical damage to cars a few times over the years…lessons learned. No people have ever
been hurt.
7.
What type of dangers are associated with such a facility in terms of off gassing, fumes,
environmental impact,…?
EPA monitors the emissions, people are not allowed to be near the boilers where the waste is burned…so
as long as there is a physical separation they are safe. Deoderants are sprayed on the waste piles at
the end of the day to suppress any bad smells.
8.

What types of square footages are required for certain functions?

Will get at a later date.
b

9.

How many people are needed to run this type of facility? What do they do?

15 full time employees and 3 part time employees for nighttime cleanings.
10. Is this plant connected with the city recycling effort? Do the city trucks offload all their
material here? Or just a portion?
No, the curbside recycling is optional and all garbage collection is privatized. The city has dedicated
recycling drop off points around the city. People drop their recycling there and some of it comes to
the Ames facility. The only sorting which takes place is for glass (done by the individuals dropping of
their waste) and tires, furniture, and textiles which can disable the shredder.
11. Reasons for siting the building where it is? Zoning, noise, fumes, accessibility…
No reasons for siting the building originally, but no problems have ever arisen from being so close to
homes and businesses.
No reasons for siting the building originally, but no problems have ever arisen from being so close to
homes and businesses. People drive by the building every day and never realize what goes on inside.

TSL Questions
01.13.10
1.
What is the function of the yard in Omaha? Is it mainly a terminal for repositioning of empty
containers? Or does it act as a type of landlocked port where goods are loaded and unloaded?
We manage a Steamship container yard in Omaha and its function is to storage empty containers for the
steamship lines. Drivers will drop off the container at our yard and we will store the container until the
Steamship line has an export load for it. There are also a few railroad yards in Omaha & Council Bluffs.
Those yards are used for both empty and loaded containers. The rails main function it to move loaded/
empty containers for the steamship lines at a lower rate then what the Over-the-road truckers companies
can move the same freight for.
2.

How many containers come through your container yard per day?

I would say around 300-350 per day.
3.

Does the container yard in Omaha handle only truck traffic or do you accept train traffic as well?

The Steamship yard only handles truck traffic. The rail road yards have both truck and rail traffic.
4.
Where do most of the containers coming to Omaha come from? Directly from the coasts? Or mainly
regional traffic from St Louis, Des Moines, etc?
The containers mainly come from inland yards in Omaha and Kansas City. There are a few that come directly
from the port cities like Los Angeles, New York, etc…
5.

Where do most of the containers coming through the area go to eventually?

Some containers will get loaded for export freight to go overseas and the other containers will go back
empty to overseas.
6.
On average how long does a container stay in the yard? Is it generally empty or full as its
stored?
In our steamship line yard a container may stay a few days to a few weeks, just depends when the steamship
line has a load for it and they are usually empty containers. The rail road yards only have containers
spend a couple days. Those containers are both empty & loaded.

c

7.
Do you have a problem with empty containers filling up space at the terminal or is the turnaround
fairly quick?
The railroads run into a problem with space, but our yard doesn’t.
8.
How many intermodal containers travel along the I-80 corridor per day or month or year? Or how many
travel through Lincoln or Omaha per day/month/year?
Just a guess, but I would say a couple hundred containers per day move through Omaha/Lincoln.
9.
What do a majority of the containers carry; goods, waste, food products, livestock? Or are they
empty?
The containers carrier a wide range of goods. Pet Food, Cow Hides, Irrigation Equipment, empty cans,
soybeans.
10. What goes into the decision to decommission a container? Is it simply a time frame, like they have
‘X’ number of years to live? Or is it dependant on how much wear and tear they receive?
Not for sure on this one. I know a container will start our as a food grade container, and then after some
use they turn into Not-food grade.
11. What happens to a container after it is decommissioned? Is it sold for scrap? Cut up and landfilled?
Sold to be re-purposed into something else?
In our area, steamship lines will mark containers for sale and they would be available to places like
Walmart, local towns, and construction companies to use the containers for storage.

Lincoln Recycling Questions
09.20.09
1.
What does Lincoln do with its collected recycling waste? Is it processed in/near town, or is it
simply shipped elsewhere? If it is processed in town, where? If it isn’t processed in town, why not?
Private residential curb side recyclers and commercial recycling services take their material to three
local intermediate processors. They take the material they collect to Midland Recycling, Firstar Fiber,
and Recycling Enterprises. The material that is collected at our recycling drop-off sites are taken to
Recycling Enterprises. They work with brokers that sell the commodities all over the world.
2.
What percent of solid waste is recycled in Lincoln? Has there been a noticeable rise in this number
in the past 3 years? 1 year?
I don’t have access to my files but the recycling rate has been around 25% over the past few years.
3.
What percentage of the recycled waste comes from private residences? What percent comes from
commercial? Industrial?
Roughly 50% of all the solid waste taken to the landfill is residential and 50% from commercial industrial.
We do not track the amount of material recycled from residents and business, but I would say that a
majority of the recycling comes from businesses instead of residential.
4.
When is the Bluffs Road landfill projected to close? Are there already plans for a future landfill
to fulfill the need once Bluffs Road closes?
The Bluff Road landfill is scheduled to close in 2034. It is our hope that we can do a lateral expansion
at the current site because we own the full section of land and the current landfill is permitted for
only 170 acres.
5.

Do you see a need for heightened awareness about recycling and waste reduction in the community?

Yes, always....

d

Acroynm Glossary

EPA
ISC
ISO
RDF
RR
SMW
TEU
WTE

Environmental Protection Agency
Intermodal Shipping Container
International Standards Organization
Refuse Derived Fuel
Resource Recovery
Solid Municipal Waste
Twenty foot Equivalent Unit
Waste to Energy
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